Email Encryption
Find the right choice for your company
Our SaaS Email Encryption Suite offers three comprehensive enterprise-standard encryption services,
allowing a company to choose the service best fits their organization.

PDF Encrypted Email
With this service, customers send emails which are then converted into encrypted PDF
files. The encryption is triggered by a keyword in the subject line. Once the email is
sent, the document is passed through TEL Secure Encryption Gateway where it is
converted into an encrypted PDF document. Your email can also contain attachments
embedded in the encrypted PDF. Once the recipient receives the encrypted PDF, the
sender is notified and sent a randomly generated password that can be delivered to
the recipient by whatever method the sender prefers, such as SMS or WhatsApp.
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Email Encryption
Secure Portal Encryption
With Secure Portal encryption, a link is sent to the recipient’s email address directing
them to The Email Laundry Secure Portal. When the recipient enters the secure portal,
they are asked to enter a username and password, once they do so, they can then
access the encrypted email.

TLS Encryption
Transport Layer Security encryption encrypts the communication channel when an
email is being sent. Opportunistic TLS is The Email Laundry’s default option, allowing
senders to automatically encrypt connections, but with Enforced TLS, customers can
name specific sender domains that require encryption. If an email from a set domain is
not encrypted, delivery is delayed until a secure connection is found.
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